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Atop a mountain in Uviata, guests are eye level with
the clouds at Kura Design Villas. BELOW A ChestnutMandibled Toucan chows down on vegetation.
OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP White-headed Capuchin monkey
on a beach minutes from Lapa Rios. OPPOSITE PAGE,
BOTTOM Costa Rica’s incredible scenery as seen on a
horseback ride with Rancho La Merced.

“B

irds saved me once,” I confide to my travel partner who replies, “Sounds like there’s a story there.” Over the coming
week in the tropical forests, valleys, cliffsides and seascapes of Costa Rica, amidst a cacophony of wildlife, I learned
how right she was.
My journey begins in Costa Rica’s highlands, in the eco-paradise of the Central Valley of San Jose. The capital
city welcomes me with a warm hug of humidity to its urban jungle surrounded by hills, mountains and volcanoes
that meet rain- and cloud-forests.
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It’s late and dark when I arrive at Finca Rosa Blanca, a boutique
property and organic coffee plantation. Twenty minutes from the
airport, positioned 4,000 feet above sea level, it’s just far enough
from the city to enjoy sprawling views of neighbouring hillsides and
the valley below. Fourteen casas with private verandahs feature bespoke tile, artwork and murals, handcrafted furniture and architectural design elements like art nouveau-inspired columns, rounded
archways and window frames.
I explore the 40-acre plantation the next morning and learn
about the property’s shade-grown organic coffee production and
how it’s cultivated, harvested and processed by hand. Strolling
under tree-shaded pathways, I also learn a thing or two about crossspecies interdependency.
Despite the beauty of the décor and the storytelling on sustainability, I’m distracted—the landscape and wildlife compete for my
attention. A group of cicadas nearly deafen me at one point, and
vibrant birds, ranging from stunning red Summer Tanagers to Bluecrowned Motmots with feathers of orange, green, blue and black,
constantly keep me on the lookout.
My ears perk up when guide, Ulysses, explains the significant
role birds play on the plantation as our group watches a tiny Rufus
Capped Wren jump from plant to plant. “Wrens are one of the most
important birds we have here for insect control, which help protect
our trees,” he shares. The property’s 5,000 planted native trees (and
50+ species) also give back to the birds by producing shade and
nitrogen, acting as a biological corridor for the 200 or so species of
tropical migrants.
Post tour, I put my taste buds to work with a cupping experience called catación, during which I attempt to discern what makes
a good cup of joe (distinguishing and recognizing aroma, acidity, body, flavour and finish). And those who really dig coffee can
request a five-course menu featuring coffee as the main ingredient
(think Coffee Rubbed Beef Tenderloin). I also indulge in the Pura
Vida Coffee Scrub at El Targuá Spa.
Fully caffeinated, I take flight again the next morning, this time
landing in Puerto Jimenez, the Osa Peninsula’s largest city along the
country’s southwestern coast. My local guide promises plenty of
wildlife during the 35-minute drive, including, of course, birds.
Ten minutes in and two birds checked off my life list, I’m propelled to my happy place. My squeals of delight over the sighting of
a Dalton Lapwing, followed by a Tropical Screech Owl, quickly reveal
my fanaticism for wildlife. Continuing over small rivers and alongside
teak-wood plantations, my travel companion and I ask to stop every
five minutes. Our heads hang outside the windows catching the
south’s warm breezes as we scour the landscape.
Every minute, new birds appear. Great Kiskadees line up, littering
barbed-wire fences and fields are full of egrets hitching rides atop
cattle. By a stream, I see a Green Kingfisher balanced on a branch
looking for lunch, while on the ground across the way is a Crested
Caracara, a strikingly patterned bird of prey that sports a signature black cap and intimidating yellow talons.
The guide spots a two-toed sloth tightly
bundled up high in a tree, then a Cayman
Alligator, some turtles, and even more
if you go
birds. His promise holds true.
Want to visit a resort that
is committed to sustainability
and authentic experiences?
Book into one of these or other
properties offered by Cayuga
Collection: cayuga
collection.com

We pull into Lapa Rios Eco Resort and are welcomed by a congregation of high-energy Spider Monkeys who pause as they swing
through the trees as if to get a good look at this new group of visitors. Known for its seclusion and pristine beaches set next to some
of the country’s oldest growth forests, Lapa Rios is also recognized
as a National Geographic Unique Lodge of the World. I soon find
out it’s also THE lodge in Costa Rica for wildlife, especially bird lovers
(with 300+ species). There’s everything from insects and lizards to
marine animals and rainforest-dwelling species like monkeys, armadillos, opossums and even the very elusive pumas. And I’m warned
by staff of the resort’s natural “howler” alarm clocks.
I make my way down what feels like a million steps following the
forest’s natural ridgeline to my bungalow on the rainforest floor (it’s
actually 269—I counted between panting breaths later on the way
up). Damp with sweat, I crash onto my mosquito-netted bed for a
bit, and then step onto the balcony. An unobstructed view of the
rainforest and Pacific meets me outside.
Lush landscape is abuzz with hummingbirds flitting furiously
between heaps of birds of paradise flowers. I hear monkeys in the
distance and see a toucan on a branch mere metres away plucking
away at vegetation. It’s difficult to pull myself away but a sunset bird
tour is calling.
Along the same road we came in on, our birding group observes
the antics of a male Black-Throated Trogon as it passionately courts a
nearby female. Being so close to so many new birds, I’m hardly able
to contain my excitement. Reacting to every sound and movement,
I’m like jungle paparazzi. The only problem is I’m so animated my
hands shake wildly, blurring my images.
“You’ve got warbler’s neck,” a woman jokes while I try to work
out kinks from my strained neck.
After a few dreamlike hours filled with more brilliantly hued
birds like Cherry Tanagers, Scarlet Macaws and Crimson-Fronted
Parakeets, we turn back. Tropical Kingbirds perched on posts remind
me of Western Kingbirds back home.
And my ex-husband, who introduced me to birding.
In happier times, we’d take long drives along country roads in
Canada’s prairies in search of bluebirds, owls and hawks. He’d help me
identify ducks, which, at the time, all looked the same. Over the years,
my interest in birding increased as his seemed to wane. When our
marriage finally fell apart after 14 years together, I weathered the tough
times outdoors, listening to and watching birds. Mesmerized, I’d sit for
hours soothed by the meditative sounds of their trills and chirps.
Through these small slices of solace I became part of the landscape—deeply rooted to the environment, my avian friends and
myself. This daily practice connected me to something larger and
allowed for healing.
The birds saved me.
And it’s the birds, not the howlers that wake me the next morning. Bird chatter urges me to peel open my eyes and welcome the
dawn. It’s another glorious day and before starting out on the Ridge
Hike, I spot a male three-toed sloth and two species of monkeys—
the adorably small Squirrel Monkey and, finally, the notorious noisemakers: Howler Monkeys.
Weaving through regenerating trees and carefully stepping
over massive green roots, my hiking compadres and I trek between

OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP ROW FROM LEFT Beautiful design elements allow the outside world in at Finca Rosa Blanca;
Collared Anteater; Namesake sushi, the Kura roll topped with crispy onions and carrots. MIDDLE ROW FROM LEFT
“Pura Vida,” a common phrase in Costa Rica, describes its natural beauty and optimistic spirit of its people;
Sunset reflections in Kura’s gorgeous infinity pool overlooking the ocean; Squirrel Monkeys, one of four
monkey species found within the Osa Peninsula. BOTTOM ROW FROM LEFT Cupping experience or catación at Finca
Rosa Blanca; Staring contest with a Common Black Hawk near Lapa Rios; Sticky Chicken Strips at Kura.
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Join us for these fantastic learning opportunities

Hands on Courses / Didactic Lectures from World Renowned Speakers
ADVENTURE AND LEARN

MAUI, HAWAII

JANUARY 29–FEBRUARY 2, 2018
Fairmont Kea Lani Resort
ANNUAL SKI SEMINAR

WHISTLER, BC

FEBRUARY 8–10, 2018
Four Seasons Resort
DENTAL PRACTICE TRANSITION
SEMINAR AND GOLF WEEKEND

PALM SPRINGS, CA

FEBRUARY 23–25, 2018
Omni Rancho Las Palmas Resort and Spa,
Rancho Mirage, California
UBC ORTHODONTIC SYMPOSIUM

BIG ISLAND, HAWAII
MARCH 26–30, 2018
Fairmont Orchid Resort

To register and for further information on all of our CDE programs
please visit us at www.dentistry.ubc.ca/cde/travel-and-learn
Local 604·822·6156

Toll Free 1·877·328·7744

cde@dentistry.ubc.ca

Pacific Dental
Conference
March 8-10, 2018

Join us in Vancouver, BC

Three days of varied and contemporary continuing education sessions
are offered, covering topics relating to clinical excellence, practice excellence
and personal development (something for the entire staff)
Over 130 speakers and 150 open sessions and hands-on courses to choose
from, as well as the Live Dentistry Stage in the spacious Exhibit Hall
Two day tradeshow with over 300 exhibiting companies (Thurs/Fri)
PDC Lab Expo on Saturday – One day of exhibits area and lectures
for Dental Technicians and all Dental team (lunch included)

Alan M. Atlas
Aesthetics

John West
Cathia Bergeron
Lesley David

Jeff Coil
Endodontics

Cheri Wu
Periodontics

Timothy Donley
Glenn van As
Rodrigo Sanches Cunha

Greg Psaltis
Pediatrics

Bernard Jin
Mark Lin
Juan F. Yepes

Stephen Wagner
Removable Prosthodontics

March 10

Kristina Perschbacher Peter Jacobsen
Susanne Perschbacher Jo-Anne Jones
David Hornbrook
Lois Banta

www.pdconf.com

Registration and program information at...
Save money by registering before January 12th, 2018
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primary and secondary forests. Fivehundred-year-old trees tower above and
leafcutter ants transporting leaves march
purposefully below.
The hike quickly turns into another
bird-watching expedition, thanks to a
birding couple in the group. Sensing our
enthusiasm, our guide Edwin, switches
gears. Soon we all work together to identify each sighting.
Using a laser, he points to spots he’s
scouted over his 21 years guiding. He
shows us a Crested Owl, perched so high
and camouflaged so well, we’d likely never
spot it on our own.
Later, we’re deep into the secondary
forest ambling alongside walking palms
with stilted root systems. In a hollowed
tree hangs a group of long-nosed bats
and moments later we stumble upon a
Collared Anteater clumsily trying to slide
down a tree trunk, slipping every few
metres, attempting to get out of sight.
It’s December, the tail end of the rainy
season (May to November), and for a short
while, light rain trickles, cooling us down.
At a shallow yet steadily flowing river
we remove our shoes to cross, and then
follow the path to a small waterfall before
heading back to the resort.
Leaving the next day is hard, but the
blow is softened at Kura Design Villas. A
modern, luxurious six-room (adult-only)
property in the small village of Uvita, it’s
set atop a mountain with an infinity pool
overlooking the ocean and Marino Ballena
National Park.
After jungle trekking, my trip ends
with a couple days of posh pampering,
cocktails and cuisine. I fill up on a locally
inspired menu with microgreens produced onsite and freshly caught seafood
like octopus, seabass and yellow-fin tuna
served in various forms of ceviche, rolls,
tartare and sashimi.
Relaxation and reflection come next.
Settled poolside, I spot a hawk fly by at
eye level and break into a wide grin. Costa
Rica’s birds have won me over (and all of
its wildlife and landscape, from anteater
to howler, coffee plantation to valley floor
to cliff-side infinity pool). But, actually, the
birds had me at first tweet.
Then I realize it. It’s bird therapy—at
home or with the 300-plus species in
Costa Rica. Birds will always be there to
connect with throughout travels and life
to remind me how far I’ve come on my
journey. But it took the Costa Rican birds
to remind (and tweet) me that.

